A Moroccan Specialty:

Pigeon Pie
Camel Rides
& Mosques
A Virtual Tour of Morocco
Trail of a Thousand Kasbahs
Skoura Kasbah
Ait Ben Haddou
A Marabout
52 Days to Timbukto
The Tannery
Bab

One of the gates into Fes el-Bali: the old medina
Morocco's Capital: Rabat
Le Tour Hassan
King Mohammed VI
Cap Spartel
The Farthest Land of the Setting Sun
Morocco

Clothing?

People?

Land?

Hot?

Language?
What is it like there?
Characteristics

Physical = Natural

Human = Cultural
Physical Characteristics

Landforms

Climate
Atlas Mountains
Oasis
Green belt in the desert
Morocco’s Climate

3 major types:

Mediterranean

Highland

Desert
Mediterranean Climate

Summers = hot & dry

Winters = mild & rainy
The Atlantic Coast

Essaouira
Highland Climate

Cool year-round

Snow in winter months
Winter in the Atlas Mountains
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Desert Climate

Rainfall less than 10 inches/year
Sahara Dust Storm
Mosque
Call to Prayer

Five Times a Day
Koutoubia Mosque Marrakesh